CBA-GAN: Cartoonization style transformation based on the convolutional attention module
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Abstract: An Art form widely used, cartoonization has been integrated into every part of our life. Although cartoonization has made great progress, there is still a challenge to generate high-quality graphics. In this paper, a new model named CBA-GAN(Convolutional Block Attention Generative adversarial networks) to transform real photos into cartoonish images is proposed. The proposed method can multiply the feature graphs of the input image to achieve adaptive feature optimization, thus making images more cartoonish. At the same time, the proposed method does not produce redundant edges and can handle shadows in the image better. Experimental results on different types of images demonstrate that our method outperforms three representative methods from recent publications and has good robustness.
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## 1 Introduction

Cartoons are usually created by cartoonists through sketching [1-2], pencil drawing [3], or other artistic painting methods. Animation and comics are widely used as art forms in daily life. In recent years, in addition to the familiar Japanese manga, domestic animation and manga also developed rapidly. While good works in animation continue to emerge, they are relatively rare. The reason for this is that animation productivity is relatively low and production costs are relatively high. In order to save costs and speed up animation production, many comic companies have begun to develop intelligent algorithms to produce high-quality comics. This saves production costs and reduces the workload of cartoonists, allowing them to concentrate on designing. Existing software that are classic tools for processing graphic comics include Adobe After Effects (AE) [4-5] and Adobe Premiere Pro(PR) [6-7]. The popularity of these tools illustrates the importance of cartoonization of real photos and the necessity of developing cartoonization algorithms.

Although non-realistic rendering has been extensively studied in the field of style transfer, its algorithm has limited versatility. In recent years, deep learning-based style transfer methods have been sought after by many researchers, and image style transfer is one of their most representative research directions. CycleGAN created a training model for unpaired content images and style images and obtained high-quality migration results [8-9]. Subsequently, the Tsinghua University team proposed the CartoonGAN
model in 2018, which transformed real scenes into cartoon images based on a generative confrontation network. Using unpaired content images and style images as data sets, the cartoonization trend is set off [10-11]. In 2020, the white box Cartoonize model proposed by the University of Tokyo team in collaboration with ByteDance pushed image cartoonization research to its peak. On the basis of CartoonGAN, this model adds adjustable surface, texture, and structure loss to fine-tune the image cartoon effect. Combined with the Douyin APP, it allows users to automate the cartoonization of pictures [12]. Although the white-box cartoon has achieved great success, the training of this model lacks stability, and it is difficult to achieve the effect shown by the original author.

To solve the problems mentioned above, this article proposes a simple, effective, and novel method for cartoonization of real photos. Our method uses unsupervised learning, real-world photos, and cartoon images as the training set. The training set does not need to be paired. First, a generator is designed, which is based on the block attention module. A lightweight Convolutional Block Attention Module (CBAM) is added to the generator, which contains meaningful features in two dimensions of cross-channel and spatial axis [13]. To enhance the expressiveness of the module, attention is given to more important features in the image, and unimportant features are suppressed. In this manner, the style of the characteristic attributes of the image can be captured more accurately, thereby improving the effect of generating cartoon images. Second, three discriminators are designed according to the different attributes of images. They are used to distinguish between the different properties of generated art and cartoon art, forcing the generator to produce better art in the game. Finally, in the process of model training, we need to reconstruct the loss of the generator and the discriminator. The training loss includes fuzzy resistance
loss, texture resistance loss, edge resistance loss, and surface resistance loss of image generation and cartoon images.

To evaluate our method, data sets of Hayao style, Shinkai style, and Hosoda style were used as the style training set of landscape cartoon images, and data sets of Kyoto_face style and P. A. face style were used as the style training set of face cartoon images. Compared with the state-of-the-art cartoonization methods, in this paper, the method proposed has obvious advantages in the processing of color, texture, edge, and shadow in cartoonization of real photos. Finally, the ablation study of the key components of the model further shows that our CBA-GAN method is preferred in feature extraction and edge preservation of real images, compared to several advanced cartoonization methods.

To summarize, the key contributions of this paper are:

A novel CBA-GAN model is proposed in which unpaired real photos and cartoon images are used as training sets. The method uses an attention mechanism to increase expressive power and pay attention to important features to suppress unnecessary features. It can capture the style on which image feature attributes depend accurately, and generate high-quality cartoon images.

An improved boxed model based on the block attention module is proposed. In the generator, in order to distinguish the importance of image features, a U-shaped network based on a lightweight convolutional attention module is designed, which can pay attention to important features and ignore unnecessary features in a two-dimensional space across channels and spaces.

At the same time, to solve the problem of image pixel overflow during the model training process, a Tanh
activation function is added to the generator to normalize the pixel value to [-1,1]. To keep the sharp edges in the discriminator network, an edge discriminator is designed to distinguish the edges of the image. It promotes the adversarial loss of the edges, and keeps the sharpness of the edges. Finally, ablation studies on key components of the model further demonstrate that our method is more effective than existing methods and is more effective for cartoonization of real photos.

2 Related Work

Image cartoon processing. Drawing real-world cartoons is a unique craft that is in high demand. In recent years, the generation and processing of cartoon images have been widely studied. The creation of cartoon images includes many aspects such as contour, structure, and texture. It can be seen that halftone texture has become a unique problem of cartoon image texture optimization. Halftone refers to the grayscale, which refers to the tone value of the picture expressed by the size or density of the dots. Using the spatial integration of human vision, black and white pixels approximate the intensity of local small areas. According to the steps of drawing contour lines in the process of cartoon drawing, a path-based image cartooning method is proposed, which reduces the artifacts in the course of drawing by adjusting the scanning path of the image. Based on the path-based method [14-16], Knuth et al. proposed to add edge detection in the pre-training process to maintain the edge of the image[17]. Later, Buchanan et al. proposed a method of optimizing structural similarity to retain the detailed structure of images [18-19]. A semantic segmentation method for cartoon images based on visual perception is proposed by Noh et al. [20]. This method maps the brightness of pixels or regions to the overall screen mode to achieve a perceptually distinguishable and prominent screen tone structure. The learning-based method trains the
network model through an end-to-end approach to predict the texture of the sketch. The variational autoencoder maps the input cartoon to a potential space and describes the probability of the cartoon in the potential space in a probabilistic manner [21]. Although existing methods have achieved success in dealing with the texture aspects of cartoon drawings, they focus on one aspect of the cartoon creation process. There is still no satisfactory result in the quality of transforming ordinary images into cartoons.

Style transfer. The traditional image style transfer is mainly based on the synthesis of the rendering texture of the physical model [22]. The image quilting method forms a new texture by stitching existing small images into new images and is based on the image style transfer of the physical model [23-24]. Subsequently, researchers proposed a sample image-based method. The fast style transfer method, which improves the Ashikhmin algorithm, establishes a domain consistency measurement technique and improves the efficiency of image pixel matching [25-26]. Although these methods have obtained relatively good results, they can only extract the underlying features of the image, and cannot extract the deep features. When the texture and color of the image are more complex, the resulting image synthesis effect is relatively rough.

With the development of deep learning, its application in style transfer has also developed rapidly. For example, Gatys et al. proposed a creative method of image style transfer based on a neural network. This method transfers the style of the style image to the content image and generates a new image. They use the VGG network for pre-training, express the extracted feature maps as content images, and continuously optimize new images so they not only have the content of the content image but also match the texture information of the style image [27]. However, this method belongs to supervised learning and
requires one-to-one correspondence between content images and style images. When the image contains complex objects, the style may be transferred to areas with different semantics, resulting in misalignment. For cartoon style transfer, edges and shadows are indispensable elements, and the method proposed by Gatys et al. cannot maintain edges and shadows well. Subsequently, Li et al. proposed a method combining the Markov random field model and deep convolutional neural network with discriminator training. This method divides the image feature map into several regions and matches them to achieve image style transfer, but its partial matching is prone to error, resulting in new images with semantic errors [28].

Generative adversarial networks and style transfer. Since it was proposed in 2014, the generative adversarial network has been sought after by a large number of researchers. It has shown strong advantages in image generation and is widely used in image-to-image translation [29], image carbonization [30], face generation [31], etc. Li et al. combined the Markov random field with the generative adversarial network to conduct adversarial training on the generated model and obtain a generated image with better quality. However, this method requires paired data sets, which are difficult to find for cartoon images [32]. Since then, researchers have proposed a series of unsupervised generative adversarial networks, such as CycleGAN [33], DCGAN [34], DualGAN [35], etc. Yet, these methods are based on the iterative optimization of image divergence distribution to carry out antagonistic training, and the process of image style transfer cannot be controlled.

3 Method

According to the original Generative Adversarial Nets definition [27], a mapping function is defined to
describe the process of converting a real image to a cartoon image, which is the working process of a generator. Through this mapping function, the random Gaussian noise variable corresponding to the real image is mapped to the Gaussian distribution corresponding to the cartoon image. The training data set used by the mapping function is as follows. The real image represents the number of real images in the training set and the cartoon image represents the number of cartoon images in the training set. The discriminator \( D \) is used to distinguish whether the peak value of the image distribution is close to the peak value of the Gaussian distribution of the generated image or of the cartoon image. At the same time, the antagonism loss of the two images is output to promote the continuous proximity of the peak value of the Gaussian distribution of the generated image and of the cartoon image, in order to achieve the purpose of optimizing the generator \( G \).

As shown in figure 1, the framework is outlined in this article, where the input is a real photo \( X \in R^{w \times h \times c} \) and the output is a caricature image \( Y \in R^{w \times h \times c} \), indicating the width, height, and the number of channels of the image, respectively. A model called CBA-GAN is designed, which is based on CartoonGAN and CBAM. The model consists of a generator and three discriminators, \( D_s \), \( D_t \) and \( D_e \), \( D_s \) which are used to distinguish generated images \( x' \) and cartoon images \( y \) after denoising and smoothing, and promoting the adversarial loss of image smoothing to suppress image noise. \( D_t \), it is used to distinguish the generated image and cartoon image after graying, facilitates adversarial training of image textures to preserve sharp textures, and \( D_e \) is used to distinguish the edges of generated image and cartoon image to keep the clear edge.
4 Models

4.1 CBA-GAN

Our model is mainly composed of a generator $G$ and three discriminators $D_s, D_t, D_e$. The generator $G$ of the model comprises a network similar to the UNet structure and the light weight attention convolution module, CBAM, whose main function is to map the random noise $z$ corresponding to real photos $x$ to the distribution of cartoon images $y$. Through continuous iterative optimization, the distribution of random noise $z$ will continuously learn to fit the distribution of cartoon image $y$, to ensure the generated image has a cartoonish style. In terms of the structure of the generator, a U-shaped full convolutional network is used for image generation, which is composed of the encoder, residual network, and decoder. Encoder, each layer contains a convolution layer, an activation layer, a CBAM layer, and a down-sampling layer, among which the last layer has no down-sampling layer. The encoding and compression of image features are realized through the above operations. Residual network, which uses four residual network blocks with the same structure. It can learn the expected mapping more easily and ensure the image gradient. Each layer of the decoder consists
of a convolution layer, an activation layer, and an upsampling layer. Similarly, the last layer of the decoder also has no upsampling layer. Through the above operations, image features are reconstructed and images with cartoon-style are obtained. The structure of the CBA-GAN is shown in figure 2 below.

![CBA-GAN Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2** The specific generator structure of CBA-GAN.

Pixel overflow is prone to occur in the image training process, which leads to spots in the training image. Therefore, the hyperbolic tangent activation function is added to the image generated by the output of our previous generator. This normalizes the pixel value of the function image (1,1) and effectively prevents pixel overflow. Further, it can also improve both the nonlinear neural network model and the training effect of the image. The specific formula of the Tanh activation function is shown in equation 1.

\[
\tanh(x) = g(x) = \frac{e^x - e^{-x}}{e^x + e^{-x}}
\]  

This is an odd function that goes through the origin and traverses quadrants I and III. The value range is (-
1, 1). Using this as the activation function of the last layer of generator $G$ can effectively solve the problem of image pixel overflow.

As an important part of the generative adversarial network, discriminator $D$ is mainly used to distinguish whether the image comes from the distribution of generated images or the distribution of real images. Compared with discriminators that only perform classification, the discriminator used in this paper requires an auxiliary generator to generate cartoon-like images. The generation of cartoon-like images depends on the local features of the images, so it is very important to design a suitable discriminator. Therefore, PatchGAN, which has fewer parameters and is fast in operation, is used as the discriminator. The image is divided into several patches with a size of 32×32, and each patch is judged to be true or false. Finally, the image is returned to the generator for adversarial training.

4.2 Loss Function

Figure 1 above shows the network framework proposed by us, and its loss function consists of four parts: (1) Fuzzy antagonistic loss $L_{blur}(G, D_s)$, which is derived from the use of discriminator $D_s$ to make the image generated by generator $G$ suffer less noise interference and maintain the gradient of edge; (2) Texture antagonism loss $L_{gray}(G, D_s)$, which mainly avoids color and other unnecessary factors affecting the migration of image texture and ensures that the model only considers image texture; (3) Edge antagonism loss $L_{edge}(G, D_s)$, which preserves clear edges for images in the process of cartoonization; and (4) content loss $L_{cont}(G, G_o)$, which ensures the retention of image content in the process of cartoonization.

Therefore, the loss function is defined as:

$$L_{total}(G, D) = \alpha L_{blur}(G, D_s) + \beta L_{gray}(G, D_s) + \lambda L_{edge}(G, D_s) + \omega L_{cont}(G, G_o)$$

(2)
In this experiment, the parameters of the loss function of each part of the generator are: \( \alpha = 0.1, \beta = 1, \lambda = 0.1, \omega = 200 \). The parameters of the loss function of each part of the discriminator are: \( \alpha = 1, \beta = 1, \lambda = 0.1, \omega = 0 \). This setup better balances the ratio of cartoon characters to real photos during the style transition, thus resulting in a better cartoon image.

(1) Fuzzy antagonistic loss \( L_{blur}(G, D_s) \) imitates the sketch created by the artist in the early stage of creation, without excess noise, and the edge of the image is relatively clear. In this experiment, the image is processed by guided filtering to preserve the edge and gradient of the image, represented as \( H_{gf} \). The method takes image \( I_i \) as the input and itself as the guide graph, and the resulting image is a fuzzy image with noise, texture, and details removed. The discriminator \( D_s \) is used to determine whether the noiseless edge-preserving graph is derived from the generated image or cartoon image, and it is fed back to the generator \( G \) to learn the useful information after blurring. Where \( I_o \) represents cartoon image, \( G(I_i) \) represents image generated by \( G \), and represents guided filtering operation.

\[
L_{blur}(G, D_s) = \log D_s(H_{gf}(I_o, I_o)) + \log(1 - D_s(H_{gf}(G(I_i), G(I_i))))
\]

(3)

(2) Texture antagonistic loss \( L_{gray}(G, D_t) \), is used to avoid unnecessary factors such as color and light affecting the high-frequency features of the image extracted from the model, and the single-channel texture is used to represent the image.

\[
H_{cs}(I_{rgb}) = (1 - \phi)(\theta_1 \times I_r + \theta_2 \times I_g + \theta_3 \times I_b) + \mu \times S
\]

(4)

Where, \( H_{cs} \) represents image grayscale operation, \( I_r, I_g \) and \( I_b \) represents three color channels, and \( S \) represents the standard grayscale image of RGB color image conversion.

\[
L_{gray}(G, D_t) = \log D_t(H_{cs}(I_o, I_o)) + \log(1 - D_t(H_{cs}(G(I_i))))
\]

(5)
(3) The content loss $L_{\text{cont}}(G, G_o)$ is calculated in the feature space of VGG19 after superpixel segmentation to ensure that the content of the generated image is unchanged in structure. Meanwhile, the local features are combed through the coefficient control of $L_1$ norm.

$$L_{\text{cont}}(G, G_o) = \| \text{VGG}_a(G(I_o)) - \text{VGG}_a(G(I_o)) \|$$

(6)

(4) Edge extraction loss $L_{\text{edge}}(G, D_e)$ uses the convolution operation imitating Sobel operator to extract the edges of generated images and cartoon images respectively, then input the extracted edges into the discriminator $D_e$, and finally calculate the $L_{\text{edge}}(G, D_e)$ between the two edge images.

$$L_{\text{edge}}(G, D_e) = \log D_e(H_{eg}(I_o)) + \log(1-D_e(H_{eg}(G(I_o))))$$

(7)

Where represents an edge extraction operation, $I_o$ represents a cartoon image, and $I_i$ represents a generated image.

5. Experiments

It is a model implemented in Tensorflow and Python. The proposed CBA-GAN model can provide a comparative experiment for future photo-style cartoonization. All experiments are performed on NVIDIA 1080 GPU.

CBA-GAN can use the artist's cartoon collection as stylistic data. And the stylistic data can be generated through training, and turn real photos into cartoons. Since cartoon-style data sets come from various cartoon videos, it is difficult to obtain paired images. Therefore, our model uses unsupervised learning to learn unpaired data. Adam algorithm was used for optimization during model training, with the learning rate at 0.2 and the batch size was set to 9. We carried out pre-training 50,000 times to train the generator $G$, and then set 60,000 iterations to train the whole model. Generally, the convergence stopped around 40000 times.
5.1 Partial experimental results of our method

This paper has carried out cartoon-style experiments on images of faces, food, animals, and landscapes, as well as other images, and obtained good results. Some of the results generated by CBA-GAN are shown in figure 3.
Fig. 3 Part of the experimental results, the original images on the first row and the results on the second row. Zoom in for details.

It can be seen that our method clearly preserves the edges, textures, and colors of the real image, and the shadow part of the output image is essentially the same as the real image.

5.2 Comparison with different methods

Real photos were randomly selected for testing and the results obtained by comparing the test structures are shown in figure 4. We compare CBA-GAN with the recent White-box cartoon and AnimeGAN methods based on GAN. We randomly selected the input real photos for testing and compared the test results to obtain the qualitative results shown in figure 4.
Figure 4 shows the qualitative results. It can be seen from the figure 4 that White-box cartoons and AnimeGAN cannot handle the cartoonization of image styles well (figures 4b-4d). Our method can realize adaptive feature optimization and enhance the semantic connection between various parts of the image. At the same time, this method can handle image shadows and edges reasonably without generating redundant edge lines.

5.3 Ablation studies

Some results of the ablation of the Tanh function has been shown in figure 5. Ablation of the Tanh function leads to pixel overflow in the image during training. As shown in figure 5, some overflowing pixels can be seen on the image. This is due to the pixel value of the generated image being too large and therefore out of bounds, after the convolution operation of the encoder and decoder. For comparison, four images are selected randomly after 30000 iterations. Each group contains face images and landscape images. It can clearly see that
after adding the Tanh activation function, the overflow of image pixels is basically gone.

Fig. 5 Ablation is studied by removing the Tanh function. (a) Input image, (b) Generated image without tanh function, (c) We added generated image with tanh function. Zoom in for details.
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